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Day 1: 20 February 2020 
08:30 Registration  
 
09:00 Welcome Addresses  

Annelene Timmermans (Belgium) & Christiana Varda (Cyprus), Media Lit Seminar Organizers 
 

09:10 Opening remarks by U.S. Embassy Representative  
Nicholas Berliner (USA) 

Nicholas Berliner began his assignment as Deputy Chief of Mission (DCM) at the Embassy of the United States to the 
Kingdom of Belgium in August 2019. Before arriving in Belgium, Nicholas served as Director of the Office of Russian 
Affairs at the Department of State from August 2017 to July 2019. Prior to this he was Deputy Chief of Mission at the 
U.S Embassy in Tbilisi. 

Nicholas also served as the Director for Central Asian Affairs at the National Security Council at the White House in 
Washington D.C., where he coordinated U.S. policy toward Central Asia.  Before his assignment to the White House, 
Nicholas was the Deputy Economic Counselor at the U.S. Embassy in Kabul, Afghanistan, a capacity in which he was heavily involved 
in planning for the 2014 transition.  He was the Political-Economic Counselor at the U.S. Embassy in Tashkent, Uzbekistan, and has also 
served overseas at the U.S. Embassies in Zagreb and Moscow, as well as at the U.S. Mission to NATO in Brussels. Nicholas holds a 
Master’s Degree from Georgetown University and speaks Russian, Croatian, Spanish and French.   

09:30 Keynote: The Art of Living in The New Digital Environment  
Paolo Celot (Italy) 

A deeper, pragmatic and holistic vision of media literacy. A new perspective encompassing critical consciousness, digital 
wellness and awareness skills to contribute to a better society. 

Paolo Celot is the founder of EAVI – the European non-profit organization promoting media literacy and full 
citizenship. He is an expert to the European Commission’s group on media literacy, a member of the advisory 
committee of the European Audiovisual Observatory and to the Steering Committee on media and information 
society at the Council of Europe. Before moving to Brussels, he worked extensively in the broadcasting sector, 
including the BBC and RAI, both in London and in Milan and also collaborated with various public institutions. He is 
an economist from Pisa University, an EU affairs advisor, he authored books and European-wide researches and 
speaks and writes about media and people.  

10:15 Break (coffee and tea) 
 
10:45 Presentation: Tackling Disinformation Face to Face: Journalists’ Findings from the Classroom  

Juliane von Reppert-Bismarck (Germany) 
Adeline Brion (Belgium) 

Video is king, Facebook and Twitter are a thing of the past for most schoolchildren, and many pupils have problems telling 
the difference between real and junk news, according to a study by news literacy project Lie Detectors. The findings shed 
light on the social media habits of schoolchildren and the threat of disinformation they face. 

Juliane von Reppert-Bismarck is the founder of Lie Detectors, an award-winning journalist-led news-literacy 
campaign raising awareness of disinformation and media bias among European schoolchildren and their teachers. 
She directs Lie Detectors’ development and strategy. Juliane represented Lie Detectors within the European 
Commission’s High Level Expert Group on Digital Disinformation and Fake News and has advised politicians and 
lawmakers on anti-radicalisation and lateral literacy in an age of media pluralism. An award-winning journalist, 
Juliane previously wrote for MLex, The Wall Street Journal, Reuters, Newsweek, Spiegel Online, the Toronto Globe 
and Mail and others, reporting from Europe and the US as well as from sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East and 
Arctic. She is an alumnus of Columbia University’s Graduate School of Journalism in New York.  
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Adeline Brion is Lie Detectors Belgium programme coordinator. With a background on project management, 
Adeline currently works on the coordination and implementation of successful journalist training workshops and 
classroom sessions in Belgium while keeping an eye on developments in the field of media literacy at the national 
and European level. Adeline presented Lie Detectors’ concept in many fora such as the OECD Paris Forum or the 
European Business summit. 
 
11:30 Workshop: Developing Critical Thinking Through Cross Generational Storytelling 

Christiana Varda (Cyprus) 
Narrative drives every media product — even documentaries, which are often perceived as truthful, due to their realistic 
context. This workshop aims to provide an overview of Your Story, a project which placed teenagers at the center of the 
storytelling process by inviting them to create a three-minute documentary about an older member of their community. 
This workshop will focus on the three foundational workshops that kicked off the project in Cyprus, Finland and France, 
and which can be accessed, along with accompanying lesson plans, on Media Learn, an open access media literacy lesson 
plan platform, that is provided to educators by Media What.  
 
Christiana Varda is the founder of Media What, an NGO focused on promoting media education 
through participatory digital media. She is currently an Associate Researcher and PhD student at the 
Media, Cognition and Learning Research Group, at Cyprus University of Technology, where she focuses 
on media literacy, misinformation and online media platforms. She is currently working on the Co-
Inform project, a European-funded Horizon 2020 research project which aims to create tools that will 
increase society’s resilience to online misinformation and generate more informed behaviors and 
policies. In addition, she’s an Associate Lecturer at UCLan Cyprus, teaching creative Adobe 
technologies on the BSc Web Design and Web Development. 
 
12:30 Flemish Minister for Brussels, Youth and Media shares his view on the future of our news media (consumption) 

Benjamin Dalle (Belgium) 
The international media environment is rapidly changing. New competitors like Netflix, Google 
and Apple are disrupting the market. How can regional media position themselves in this fast 
changing environment? What is the future of our news media, and how will the young people 
and children adapt their media consumption? Flemish Minister for Brussels, Youth and Media, 
Benjamin Dalle, gives his view on the future.  
 
12:45 Break (lunch) 
 
13:45 Presentation: Debunking myths about online youth culture 

Tom De Leyn (Belgium) 
The advent of social media and its widespread adoption by young people has led to concerns among parents, educators, 
and the general public with regard to youth’s online behaviors. Although young people are believed to be digital natives, 
and therefore technologically skilled, there are also fears that they are more susceptible to contemporary media risks 
such as privacy violations, data breaches, fake news, and cyberbullying. Therefore, media literacy programs have 
emerged in the classroom and beyond as an important tool to make youths more resilient in contemporary digitalized 
society. The risk remains, however, that we neglect the oftentimes positive characteristics of online youth culture while 
we teach young people to be media literate. The stereotypical image of the careless and reckless teenager still misinforms 
society’s interventions directed towards its young citizens’ presence online. This presentation will argue that, in order for 
media literacy programs to succeed, it is necessary that educators critically interrogate their own assumptions about 
online youth culture by paying attention to young people’s voices and experiences. Specifically, evidence-based studies 
that challenge misinformed beliefs about young people’s online behaviors will be presented. Moreover, the presentation 
will attempt to provide educators with concrete suggestions to take into account youth’s experiences in their media 
literacy teachings. 
 
Tom De Leyn is a PhD candidate at the Department of Communication Sciences of Ghent University. He is affiliated 
to the imec research group for Media, Innovation and Communication Technologies (imec-mict-UGent). Before, he 
obtained a bachelor’s degree in Psychology (KU Leuven) and graduated as a master in Social & Cultural Anthropology 
(KU Leuven). Currently, Tom is working on a Research Foundation Flanders (FWO)-funded project about mobile youth 
culture and privacy. Rather than looking into individual control of privacy, he utilizes a youth cultural lens to examine 
the collective privacy practices of youngsters. 
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14:30 Workshop: Critical Information Consumption (CIC) Skills within a school program  

Lyubov Vasylchuk (Ukraine) 
In this workshop teachers will be able to learn more about the development of critical information consumption (CIC) 
skills in school subjects, implemented within IREX’s Learn to Discern – Education Project (L2D Ed). It is an all-Ukrainian 
project aiming to develop a sustainable model of CIC skills integration, seeking to equip students of secondary schools 
with critical information consumption skills through a transformative methodology. L2D-Education is being implemented 
in 400 schools and through 1200 teachers across Ukraine. Educational materials developed include 4 subjects of the 8th 
grade and 5 subjects of the 9th grade, helping to integrate CIC skills into existing curricula. Why are CIC skills needed and 
what can they include? How can these skills be developed during school lessons? How practical are those skills and why 
are they needed for modern teenagers? These and other questions will be covered in the workshop. In addition, teachers 
will be able to go through several practical games/cases from lessons, developed by the IREX Project. L2D – Education 
Project is being implemented since September 2017 by IREX in Ukraine, through the support of US and British Embassies, 
in partnership with the Ministry of Education in Ukraine and the local partner Academy of Ukrainian press.  
 
Lyubov Vasylchuk has been a program manager at IREX Ukraine office since 2015. Currently she is managing the 
IREX component related to the work with schools in the Learn to Discern – Education Project, which seeks to equip 
students of secondary schools with critical information consumption (CIC) skills through a transformative 
methodology. L2D-Education is being implemented in 400 schools across Ukraine, integrating critical information 
consumption skills into existing curricula. Ms. Vasylchuk is responsible for the day-to-day management of the 
project, as well as for overseeing the development of educational materials and resources. In the past Ms. Vasylchuk 
managed the Citizen Media Literacy Project (L2D), which reached over 15,000 citizens of different ages through a 
unique media literacy training program. Ms. Vasylchuk has 10 years of project management experience, 
implementing projects in the field of civil society strengthening, democracy promotion, media development and media literacy. In 
2016-2017 Ms. Vasylchuk was also involved in the international team of editors Media Navigator initiative, which collected media 
literacy exercises through Eastern Partnership countries. Ms. Vasylchuk holds two MA degrees in Economics and Management.  
 
16:00 Share and Mingle: Social Networking with Friends of Media Literacy  
 
16:15 Day 1 closing remarks  

Annelene Timmermans (Belgium) & Christiana Varda (Cyprus), Media Lit Seminar Organizers 
 
16:30 END OF DAY 1 
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Day 2: 21 February 2020 
08:30 Registration  
 
09:00 Welcome Addresses & Day 1 Reflections 

Annelene Timmermans (Belgium) & Christiana Varda (Cyprus), Media Lit Seminar Organizers 
 

 
09:30 Notes from Academia: The Role of Teachers and Parents in News Literacy of Flemish Youngsters 

Dr. Clio Janssens (Belgium) 
In recent years, the spreading of news stories and news consumption occur increasingly online. Fake news is easier to 
produce and spread than ever, and therefore people these days have a higher risk of encountering fake news. Two 
surveys (2018 and 2019) of Flemish youngsters aged 15 to 24, held by Artevelde University of Applied Sciences, show 
that youngsters struggle to identify fake news. When asked who they need to improve their knowledge about fake news 
and their skills to recognize it, they point to teachers and parents to help them put (fake) news into perspective and to 
provide them with tips and tricks to assess the trustworthiness of news. These surveys were complemented by in-depth 
interviews to figure out which specific role teachers and parents can play in rendering youngsters more critical of (fake) 
news. 
 
Clio finished her PhD in experimental psychology at Ghent University in 2017. She then joined the "Center for 
Research and Development - Media, Communication and Design" at Artevelde University of Applied Sciences. 
There she takes an active role in promoting and coordinating applied research in the field of journalism and 
communication. Her main research focus these days is getting to know how much Flemish youngsters and their 
teachers and parents know about fake news, and what their opinion on the topic is. Based on this research, Clio 
and her fellow researchers aim to support youngsters, teachers and parents to adopt a more critical perspective 
on (fake) news. Clio also enjoys taking research to students, teaches research methodology and statistics and 
coaches students in doing their own research at Artevelde. 
 
10:15 Break (coffee and tea)  
 
10:45 Parallel workshops  
Track A: Tackling disinformation in the classroom: possibilities for progress  

Juliane von Reppert-Bismarck (Germany) 
Adeline Brion (Belgium) 

A 90-minute workshop that aims to give teachers the tools necessary to address fake news, and to integrate news literacy 
and source verification into classroom conversations. For teachers/educators working with pupils aged approx. 10-16. 
 
Juliane von Reppert-Bismarck is the founder of Lie Detectors, an award-winning journalist-led news-literacy 
campaign raising awareness of disinformation and media bias among European schoolchildren and their teachers. 
She directs Lie Detectors’ development and strategy. Juliane represented Lie Detectors within the European 
Commission’s High Level Expert Group on Digital Disinformation and Fake News and has advised politicians and 
lawmakers on anti-radicalisation and lateral literacy in an age of media pluralism. An award-winning journalist, 
Juliane previously wrote for MLex, The Wall Street Journal, Reuters, Newsweek, Spiegel Online, the Toronto Globe 
and Mail and others, reporting from Europe and the US as well as from sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East and 
Arctic. She is an alumnus of Columbia University’s Graduate School of Journalism in New York.  
 
Adeline Brion is Lie Detectors Belgium programme coordinator. With a background on project management, 
Adeline currently works on the coordination and implementation of successful journalist training workshops and 
classroom sessions in Belgium while keeping an eye on developments in the field of media literacy at the national 
and European level. Adeline presented Lie Detectors’ concept in many fora such as the OECD Paris Forum or the 
European Business summit. 
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Track B: Mind over Media: Analyzing Contemporary Propaganda  
Bert Pieters (Belgium) 

Today’s learners face a near-constant exposure to advertising, the 24-hour news cycle, and an ever-expanding array of 
information and entertainment media. Misinformation, disinformation, partisanship and conspiracy theories are part of 
the media environment. The Mind Over Media free online platform, with more than 2,000 examples of propaganda from 
all across the world, provides opportunities for robust discussion about contemporary propaganda in relation to the 
power of communication and our responsibilities as both authors and audiences. In this workshop, we explore how 
propaganda analysis stimulates intellectual curiosity and builds learners’ confidence in “talking back” to media. 
 
Bert Pieters works for Mediawijs, the Flemish Knowledge Centre for Digital and Media Literacy in Belgium. 
Bert trains teachers to enhance their media literacy skills, gives workshops to parents to introduce them to 
the world of vlogging and gaming and has cooperated with various organizations to launch pilot projects in 
media literacy in non-formal and formal education. 
 
12:15 Break (lunch)  
 
13:15 Parallel Presentations 
Track A: Why Smart People Believe Fake News 

 Prof. Dr. Johan Braeckman (Belgium) 
One of the reasons why we are so vulnerable to fake news is our own psychology: we tend to believe and spread alarming 
messages more quickly than positive news. Some forms of information are very successful, in the sense that they can 
‘infect’ our brain more quickly and efficiently than other forms of information. This presentation discusses the 
psychological aspects of the spreading of fake news and gives us tools to deal with it critically.  

 
Photo by Gwenny Cooman 

Johan Braeckman (°August 3, 1965 – Wetteren, Belgium) studied Philosophy, Human Ecology and 
Environmental History at the universities of Ghent, Brussels and Santa Barbara, California. He wrote a PhD 
on the philosophical aspects of Darwin's evolutionary theory. At Ghent University (Belgium), he teaches 
courses on the history of philosophy and the history of science. Formerly, he taught courses on 
philosophical anthropology and bio-ethics at Ghent University (Belgium) and the University of Amsterdam 
(the Netherlands). So far, he (co-)supervised seventeen PhD students (on moral philosophy, history of 
science, the study of pseudoscience and irrationalism). He published books, articles and audio lectures on 
Darwin; on cultural aspects of the natural sciences; on critical thinking and on the history of philosophy. He is an active member of the 
Belgian Skeptical movement and regularly gives lectures on a variety of topics. His work has been awarded by the Royal Flemish 
Academy for Science and the Arts, and by the Flemish Humanistic Union. 
 
Track B: Fake or not fake, hard to figure out. Did you consider Socratic thinking? 

Prof. Dr. Jan De Maeyer (Belgium) 
Misleading information has always been there. Yet the tsunami of news for you and your students has never been as big 
as now. Making a distinction between what is reliable and what is not, is very difficult today. We are all fooled. Teach 
your students therefore to be media literate. Teach them to deal critically with what they read (online). Is it news? Or 
fake news? Media literacy in times of fake news starts from a simple framework to make your students aware of 
misleading information: facts, information, knowledge and wisdom. What are data, how it is collected and what 
techniques are used to mislead someone? Media literacy can be integrated into everything: language lessons, but also 
scientific or technical courses. Explain to your students how to recognize misleading information and what the pitfalls 
are. Let them practice. In fact, it all comes down to critical thinking. A special way of looking is by questioning everything 
in a socratic way. 
 
Jan De Maeyer (Ostend, °7 June 1951), Master of Physical Education and Doctor of Philosophy. During his 
professional career in education, he held many positions: assistant at KU Leuven, lecturer at Hogeschool Bruges, 
teacher, principal, staff member at the Autonome Raad Gemeenschapsonderwijs as assistant to the Administrator 
General, coordinating director. From 2004 to 2015, he was the general director of the Panta Rhei school group 
(Ghent). He was a member of the HoGent Board of Directors and also had many other mandates related to 
education. He is founder of Denkpalet, a consultancy for critical thinking. At the moment he is also Guest Professor 
Socratic Questioning at the University of Ghent. 
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14:00 Parallel Workshops  
Track A: A Media Literacy Policy in 6 Steps  

Laure Van Hoecke (Belgium) 
In this workshop we present a framework with the various steps that are needed to create a media literacy policy. We 
will then take a closer look at our own policy and the needs of our organization on the basis of a number of questions 
and a specific methodology.  
 
Laure Van Hoecke combines her Master’s degrees in Philosophy and History with her experience as the coordinator 
of Linc vzw, an organization specialized in (media) literacy and e-inclusion. At Linc she started up the Mediacoach 
training course. For Mediawijs she now coordinates this Mediacoach training and the networks of education. 
Mediacoach is a year-long course on digital and media literacy for professionals such as teachers, youth workers 
and library staff who are interested in integrating media literacy into their own practices and into those of their 
organization. The aim of bringing these diverse professional groups together in one program is to stimulate 
collaboration, exchanges and inspiring perspectives. 
 
Track B: Why is it so difficult to implement media literacy and online safety initiatives at school? Challenges and 
solutions 

Dr. Verónica Donoso (Chili/Belgium) 
Many teachers complain that they do not know enough about digital media and online safety and that students know 
more than they do. Others think that online safety should be the responsibility of parents and not of the school and, 
among the teachers who do care, most complain that they lack time and resources to deal with these issues at school. 
Do you feel identified with any of these problems? Then join this workshop where you will become acquainted with 
common challenges and practical solutions to do more about online safety at school.  

Dr. Verónica Donoso is a consultant specialised in children, digital technologies and online safety, with more than 
18 years of experience on academic research and field work. She collaborates closely with European Schoolnet by 
developing capacity building tools for teachers and the broader educational sector on areas related to online safety 
and digital citizenship. Through her career Verónica has advised organisations such as the United Nations, the 
European Commission, UNICEF, London School of Economics, University of Leicester, the World Federation of 
Advertisers and the European Advertising Standards Alliance (EASA). Before becoming a consultant, Verónica was 
INHOPE Executive Director. Verónica currently serves on the Global Kids Online International advisory group. In the 
past she was a member of Twitter e-safety Council, of the International Advisory Board of the WePROTECT Global 
Alliance and of the International NGO Advisory Group of the UK National Crime Agency.  

15:30 Mindful reflection 
Erica Lutes (USA) 

After this chair yoga session you will feel rejuvenated, relaxed and energized. As a teacher or practitioner in a field where 
you give a lot already, yoga can be extremely beneficial: it helps you discover yourself, heal your mind, body and soul, let 
go of the past and use strength to find kindness and balance.  
 
Erica Lutes is Executive Director of the Commission for Educational Exchange Between the United States and 
Belgium, the only Fulbright office that covers three separate countries and/or regions. She is a lecturer in 
intercultural communications at Odisee, the University College of Brussels for the past 8 years and recently 
joined the faculty of Thomas More University College in Mechelen. She is a graduate of Mount Holyoke College 
with a degree in international relations and spent her junior year at Yale University. Earlier in her career she 
worked on the European Sales desk for the Equity Department at Goldman Sachs. She holds three master's 
degrees from the University of Leuven (Belgium) in political economy, conflict and peace studies, and 
international business.  Previous jobs included a stint as staff aide to the U.S. Ambassador to Belgium. She 
previously served as the EducationUSA adviser and Fulbright Belgium-EU program officer for the Commission. She is a specialist in both 
European and U.S. higher education and an advocate for international and intercultural educational opportunities. She is a regular 
presenter at major international education conferences and events. Her passion for connecting people and empowering others led 
her to giving yoga. She loves giving anything from power yoga to yoga therapy to soothing restorative yoga and to all types of people 
like seniors, kids, and she volunteers at the prison giving yoga.  
  
16:00 Concluding Remarks  

Annelene Timmermans (Belgium) & Christiana Varda (Cyprus), Media Lit Seminar Organizers 
16:30 END OF DAY 2 


